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Abstract

This work aims at determining, given two stereoscopic
image sequences, at any time instant two dense velocity
fields, for the left and the right sequence, and the disparity
field. The disparity field of the previous stereoscopic pair
is considered as known. Thus at the initial time instant the
disparity field of the first stereoscopic pair is estimated. For
both problems multiscale iterative relaxation algorithmsare
used. Results are given with real stereoscopic data.

1. Introduction

There are three general approaches regarding dynamic
stereo vision which are found in the existing bibliography
[11]. The first one consists of initially solving the stereo-
scopic problem, which leads to the static determination of
objects, followed by the correspondence of these objects in
time. Point correspondences are considered [5], [8], [7], as
well as boundary segment correspondences [4], [13]. The
second general approach evaluates independently the two
2-D velocity fields in the sequence of stereoscopic image
pairs, and then determines and uses the stereoscopic rela-
tions which exist between the two velocity fields [6], [12].
Finally, the third approach uses a joint estimation of the two
2-D velocity fields taking advantage of their stereoscopic
relation without seeking the complete 3-D reconstruction of
the depicted objects [10].

As it was shown through the previous bibliographic ref-
erence, the existing solutions do not utilize the stereoscopic
and motion relations simultaneously; instead, they consider
the problem in sequential stages. It is known, however,
that positions at each time instant are connected with dis-
placements and, furthermore, the relations which connect
the rate of change of the stereoscopic disparities with the
velocity fields are known. This work aims at an integrated
solution to the problem of dynamic stereoscopic vision. A

simultaneous estimation of the velocity and disparity fields
in a dense structure, as opposed to most of the existing
methods, where only sparse image descriptions are given,
is proposed. At any time instant two motion fields (for the
left and right image sequences) and one disparity field are
computed. The disparity field of the previous stereoscopic
pair is considered as known, that is previously estimated.
A cost function, which contains known equations regarding
velocity and disparity fields in relation to image intensity,
and which also constraints the different fields to be adap-
tatively smooth, is constructed. Minimization of the cost
function results into estimation of the velocity and disparity
fields. This minimization can be achieved using an itera-
tive relaxation algorithm based on the gradient of the cost
function.

The analysis is based on a converging (fixating) stereo-
scopic optical system, with an angle � between the two
optical axes, and with B the distance between the two focal
points and f the same focal length for each camera. For
a 3-D point, whose perspective projections in the right and
left image respectively are (xr; yr) and (xl; yl), the disparity
vector ~d is defined as

~d = (xr � xl; yr � yl)

Assuming that � is very small, then yl
yr

� 1; that is, the

y-coordinate of ~d is almost zero. For the remainder of this
work it is accepted that all previous assumptions hold true,
thus ~d is a 1-D vector along the x-axis. The depth is then
related to the two corresponding coordinates by

Z = �B
tan(�� �) tan(�+ �)

tan(�� �) + tan(�+ �)
(1)

where � = �=2 � � , � = arctan(xl=f) and � =
arctan(xr=f). If � = 0, we obtain the lateral model, in
which case ~d is exactly 1-D.

In Section 2 we present a regularization method for ob-
taining a smooth disparity field from a stereoscopic pair



using diffusion adaptive functions, Also a method for de-
tecting occlusions is proposed. In Section 3 the simulta-
neous estimation of the two motion fields and the current
disparity field from two successive stereoscopic pairs is pre-
sented. Section 4 contains experimental results with real
stereoscopic image sequences. Then some conclusions are
given, as well as directions of future work.

2. Disparity Field Estimation

Solution to the stereoscopic problem consists of deter-
mining a dense disparity field � through which every point
(xl; yl) in the left image is matched to a point (xl + �; yl) in
the right image. Using the optical-flow preservation prin-
ciple, it is also true that Il(xl; yl) = Ir(xr; yr). However,
since intensity measurements are not exact and all hypothe-
ses are not absolute, the following cost function, including
a smoothness constraint, is minimized [3]
X
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whereN{| = f({�1; |); ({+1; |); ({; |�1); ({; |+1)g is the
4-pointneighborhoodof ({; |). The dependence of � on ({; |)
is omitted for simplifying the notation. g(:) is a diffusion
adaptive function [9], which, if it is carefully chosen g(:), it
may regularize the solutionand at the same time preserve the
discontinuites. In that framework the interaction function
h(:) which is defined such that : g0(x) = xh(x) determines
the interaction between neighboringpixels. In this workg(:)
and h(:) were chosen to be : g(x) = jxj � 2 ln (1 + jxj


)

and h(x) = 1
1+ jxj



. � is a weight coefficient which deter-

mines to what degree estimation of the field is influenced
by the smoothing operator. Minimization of this quantity
results into the following set of equations:

(Ir({ + �; |) � Il({; |)) Irx({ + �; |) + ��(� � �̄) = 0 (2)

where

�̄ =
1
�

X
p2N{|

h(� � �p)�p and � =
X
p2N{|

h(� � �p)

Assuming that the magnitude of the field is relatively
small and image intensity varies smoothly, the following
relations hold true:

Irx({ + �; |) = Irx({ + �̄; |)

Ir({ + �; |) = Ir({ + �̄; |) + (� � �̄)Irx({+ �̄; |)

Considering the above, Eq. (2) becomes:

(∆Irl+(���̄)Irx({+�̄; |))Irx({+�̄; |)+��(���̄) = 0 (3)

where ∆Irl = Ir({+ �̄; |)� Il({; |). The solution at the kth

iteration is given by the relation:

�k = �̄k�1 �
∆IrlIrx

��+ (Irx)2
(4)

where �k is the disparity field estimated at the k iteration.
The algorithm is terminated, when the percentage of dimin-
ishment of the average correction Efj�k � �k�1jg becomes
less than a threshold.

The previously described algorithm, as a gradient-
descent algorithm, can estimate successfully only fields of
small disparities. Otherwise, it requires good initial condi-
tions, so that it will not be entrapped and converge to a local
minimum. Thus, it is insufficient for real data, where large
disparity values are possible and no prior general knowledge
of the scene depth is available.

Consequently, a coarse-to-fine multiscale method in a
pyramidal form is implemented, where in the upper levels
the algorithm is applied to images of submultiple dimen-
sions of the original ones [2]. Those images are the result
of reduction by low-pass filtering and subsampling. An im-
mediate result of this reduction is the scale change on the
magnitude of the field to be estimated. The algorithm is
applied at the various levels of the pyramid, from the top
to bottom, and the disparity field which is estimated at the
coarser level l constitutes the initial estimation at the subse-
quent finer level l� 1. In this way what we actually have to
estimate at level l�1 is the difference ���̂l between the real
disparity field and the coarse estimation that we obtained at
the previous level.

The value of parameter  is also changed at the various
levels of the pyramid. At coarser levels where there is lack
of detail, due to the low-pass filtering and subsampling,
larger values of  impose a “harder” smoothing, while at
finer levels of detail the discontinuites are more carefully
preserved.

Via the estimated dense disparity field, a matching
scheme between the points of the stereoscopic pair of im-
ages is obtained. However, some of these matches might be
incorrect, either due to stereo occlusions, or due to errors in
the disparity estimation process. In a post-processing step
we try to detect these areas using error confidence measures.

The objective is the construction of a binary map Φ{|

which denotes, if the match between point ({; |) at the left
image and ({ + �; |) at the right image is correct. The
error confidence measure used is the mean square displaced
frame difference (DFD) between the 3� 3 blocks centered
at ({; |) and ({ + �; |). Firstly, conflicts between matches
are removed, that is the situation where several points are
matched with the same point at the right image. A situation
like that arises at left occluded areas, that is areas “seen”
only by the left camera. Only the match with the smallest
confidence error measure is considered as correct (Φ{| = 1).



The other matches are declared false (Φ{| = 0). Next, false
matches are declared at every point at the left image that -
via the disparity vector assigned to it - corresponds to a point
outside the right image. Finally, false matches are declared
at every point at the left image that the error confidence
measure assigned to it is above a certain threshold.

3. Simultaneous Motion and Disparity Estima-
tion

The second stage of this work consists of a simultaneous
estimation of the two velocity fields and the disparity field of
the second stereoscopic image pair. The aim is to determine
for a point in the left frame at t a displacement vector (ul; vl)
giving its corresponding point in the left frame at t+ 1, and
for a point in the right frame at t a displacement vector
(ur; vr) giving its corresponding point in the right frame at
t+1. To estimate the motion and the second disparity fields,
the correspondence between points in the first stereoscopic
image pair is used, as derived in the first stage by evaluating
the field �t.

The following relations among the components of the
fields to be estimated hold [12], when there is a correct
match between points ({; |) and ({0; |0)

vr({
0; |0) = vl({; |) and

�t+1({ + ul; |+ vl) = ur({
0; |0) � ul({; |) + �t({; |) (5)

Therefore, at the points where the match is correct to com-
pletely determine the requested fields it is sufficient to eval-
uate their three components ur, ul and vl. For these points
Eq. (5) implies that we can implicitly construct the dense
disparity field �t+1.

As with the solution to the stereoscopic problem, the min-
imization of the squared deviation from the image intensity
preservation principle and a smoothness constraint for the
estimated fields are considered. Let us note
∆Il = Il({; |; t)� Il({ + ul; |+ vl; t+ 1)
∆Ir = Ir({

0; |0; t)� Ir({
0 + ur; |

0 + vl; t+ 1)
∆Irl = Ir({

0 + ur; |
0 + vl; t+ 1)� Il({ + ul; |+ vl; t+ 1)

The total quantity to be minimized is, for points correctly
matched,X
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((g(ul � upl ) + g(vl � vpl )) (6)

The first term is the mean square DFD between the two left
images, the second term the mean square DFD between the
two right images. With the third term we try to minimize
the mean square DFD for the second stereoscopic pair. The
last terms refer to the smoothing of the velocity fields.

Let us define an interpolation operation on the ul field
using the interaction function h(:) as follows

ūl =

P
p2N{|

h(ul � upl )u
p
lP

p2N{|
h(ul � upl )

and in the same way on vl and ur.
Assuming that the fields to be estimated are small in mag-

nitude and that the intensities vary smoothly, the following
approximations is used, at time instant t+ 1

Il({ + ul; |+ vl) � Il({ + ūl; |+ v̄l)+

(u� ūl)Ilx({ + ūl; |+ v̄l) + (v � v̄l)Ily({ + ūl; |+ v̄l)

and the same for Ir({ + ur; |+ vr).
Let us siplify the notation of the above derivatives by

omitting to explicitly indicate the point location. For exam-
ple,

Irx = Irx({
0 + ūl; |

0 + v̄l; t+ 1)

Let us also note ∆Il the value of ∆Il given above if (ul; vl) =
(ūl; v̄l), and in the same way ∆Ir and ∆Irl. Finally, we note
�u
l =

P
p2N{|

h(ul � upl ), and in the same way �vl and �u
r .

Finally, for the points where the match is correct, we
obtain after some simplification the following solution
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For the points where the match is false, the resulting

equations are similar to that obtained in monocular motion
analysis [3]. The solution for the left motion field is :
�
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and a similar solution is obtained for the right motion field.

Once the motion fields are estimated, then a disparity field
for the second stereoscopic pair of images can be partially
constructed using Eq. (5). For each point ({; |) in the left
image at time t for which Φ{| = 1, we find the corresponding
point ({ + ul; |+ vl) at the left image at time t + 1 and we
assign to it the disparity value that Eq. (5) implies.

This process leaves a number of points with no disparity
vector assigned to them. These points are, either points that
the motion has deccluded, or points whose correspondences
at left image at time t are stereo occluded or false matches.

It should be noted that we should not declare these points
stereo occluded or false matches without trying to find their
correspondences at the right image at time t+1. Even areas
that were stereo occluded at time t, might, at time t + 1,
(due to camera motion for example) have a correspondence
at the right image.



For these points we apply the algorithm described at
Section 2 with a large value parameter  in order to get a
coarse estimation of their disparity values. The resulting
complete dense disparity field �t+1, is further improved by
applying the algorithm described at Section 2 for all the
points of the second stereoscopic pair. The algorithm is
applied at the lowest level of the multiscale approach (i.e.
finest detail) for a small number of iterations and with a
small value of  (to preserve the discontinuites).

4. Experimental Results

The algorithm was tested in a number of real stereoscopic
sequences, namely the ’tunnel’ and the ’train’. The left
images of these sequences are depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Left images at first time instant

Qualitatively the motion of scene objects consists of :

tunnel A train motion from right to left. The camera remains
still.

train A train motion from left to right, and a camera motion
from right to left.

4.1. Stereoscopic Problem Solutions

The results for this subsection were obtained with the
method described in Section 2. The aim was the construc-
tion of dense disparity field to be used to apply the algorithm
described in Section 3 on the rest of the stereoscopic se-
quences. A dense disparity field for each of these sequences
appear in Fig. 2. Both were obtained for � = 500 and 
initial value 500. The value of  was reduced, as we de-
scended the pyramid in the multiscale approach by a factor
of 2 at each level. The number of levels in the multiscale
approach was 4, so at the lowest level we had  = 31:25.
Furthermore at that last level after a small number of itera-
tions (i.e. 20) we set  = 0:1. The final DFDs were 65.3
and 22.1 for ’tunnel’ and ’train’ respectively.

Figure 2. Estimated depth maps at first time
instant

4.2. Stereoscopy and Motion

Implementation of the second stage with real data con-
sists of two stereoscopic sequences. The result of the first
stage (i.e., correspondence between image points in the first
pair) is assumed given and at any time instant the estimated
disparity field �t was used for the joint motion and disparity
estimation between frames at the next time instant. Results
from this phase are summarized in Table 1, where LL refers
to the mean square DFD between the two left images, RR to
the mean square DFD between the two right images and RL
to the mean square DFD between the images of the stereo-
scopic pair. For the evaluation of the last quantity only
points where Eq. (5) applies are taken into account.

Sequence Frame LL RR RL

tunnel 27 5.51 5.36 29.36
28 4.28 4.21 22.61
29 3.94 3.83 19.04
30 3.44 3.19 19.24

train 1 3.93 3.26 14.68
2 4.80 3.85 13.04
3 6.18 5.80 14.31
4 6.69 7.85 15.82
5 8.79 10.86 16.61
6 8.02 8.16 15.09

Table 1. Stereoscopy and motion on real data

The left velocityfields for the two stereoscopic sequences
are presented in Fig. 3 and 4.

In Fig. 5 the last disparity field at each sequence is de-
picted. We should note that large areas have just been dec-
cluded due to the motion, however our method gets good
estimations for them as well.



Figure 3. Estimated motion field for tunnel se-
quence

Figure 4. Estimated motion field for train se-
quence

5. Conclusions

An integrated approach to the problem of dynamic stereo-
scopic vision was proposed, where velocity and disparity
fields in a dense structure are estimated simultaneously. In
both stages of the scheme, where initially the dense dispar-
ity field of the stereoscopic pair is evaluated followed by
estimation of the two dense velocity and disparity fields of
the second stereoscopic pair, convergence is achieved using
a multiscale iterative relaxation algorithm. Experimental
results were presented for real data. Specifically, the ap-
proach was applied to real image sequences, where both the
object and the binocular system are moving. Since theo-
retical and experimental approaches to this problem assume
only a simple stereoscopic model (i.e., converging or lat-
eral), it would be useful to examine other models such as
the axial [1], the telescopic, or a general one, where the two
optical systems are related with non-zero rotations, so that
it is possible to confront the more general case, where the
geometry of the stereoscopic model is varying with time.
This optical-system dynamic behavior finds application in
robotics, where autonomous mechanisms are desired.

Figure 5. Estimated depth maps at last time
instant
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